In today's OLAP systems, integrating fast changing data, e.g., stock quotes, physically into a cube is complex and time-consuming. The widespread use of XML makes it very possible that this data is available in XML format on the WWW. Thus, making XML data logically federated with OLAP systems is desirable. In this paper, we extend previous work on the logical federation of OLAP and XML data sources by presenting a simplified query semantics, a physical query algebra and a robust OLAP-XML query engine. Performance experiments with a prototypical implementation suggest that the performance for OLAP-XML federations is comparable to queries on physically integrated data.
INTRODUCTION
On-line Analytical Processing (OLAP) technology enables data warehouses to be used effectively for online analysis, providing rapid responses to iterative complex analytical queries. Usually an OLAP system contains a large amount of data, but dynamic data today, e.g., stock prices, is not handled well in current OLAP systems. To an OLAP system, a well designed dimensional hierarchy Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. and a large quantity of pre-aggregated data are the keys. However, trying to maintain these two factors when integrating fast changing data physically into a cube is complex and time-consuming, or even impossible. However, advent of XML makes it very possible that this data is available in XML format on the WWW. Thus, making XML data accessible to OLAP systems is greatly needed.
Our overall solution is to logically federate the OLAP and XML data sources. This approach decorates the OLAP cube with "virtual" dimensions, allowing selections and aggregations to be performed over the decorated cube. In this paper, we describe the foundation of a robust federation query engine with query plan generation, optimization and evaluation techniques. A novel query semantics that simplifies earlier definitions is proposed. Here, redundant and repeated logical operators are removed and a concise and compact logical query plan can be generated after a federation query is analyzed. The main contribution of the paper is the definition of a physical query algebra that, unlike the previous logical algebra, is able to model the real execution tasks of a federation query. Here, all concrete data retrieval and manipulation operations in the federation are integrated. This means that we obtain a much more precise foundation for performing query optimization and cost estimation. Algebra-based query optimization and evaluation techniques are also presented. Experiments with the query engine suggest that the query performance of the federation approach is comparable to physical integration.
There has been a great deal of previous work on data integration, for instance, on relational data [3, 4, 9] , semi-structured data [1] , and a combination of relational and semi-structured data [5, 10] . However, none of these handle the advanced issues related to OLAP systems, e.g. automatic and correct aggregation. Some work concerns integrating OLAP and object databases [17, 8] , which demands rigid schemas, i.e., data is represented by classes and connected by complex associations. In comparison, using XML as data source, as we do, enables the federation to be applied on any data as long as the data allows XML wrapping, greatly enlarging the applicability. The most related previous work is [15] , which presents a logical federation of OLAP and XML systems, where a logical algebra defines the query semantics, and a partial, straightforward implementation. In comparison, this paper presents a fullfunction, robust query engine and a physical query algebra that models the actual execution tasks involved in processing an OLAP-XML query, along with more robust query optimization techniques. This paper makes the following novel contributions to OLAP-XML federations. First, a simplified query semantics (compared to [15] ) is proposed. Second, a physical query algebra is defined. Third, algebra-based query optimization and evaluation techniques are introduced. Fourth, a robust federation query engine is implemented with all the above techniques and experiments are performed with it. The novel contributions correspond to Sections 6-9.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the cube and the XML document used in the illustrations. Section 3 introduces the overall architecture of the query engine. Section 4 defines the data models used in the federation. In Section 5, a brief introduction to the logical algebra and query semantics is given, which is followed by the simplified query semantics in Section 6. Section 7 presents the formal definitions of the physical operators. The query optimizer, query cost estimation and query evaluation techniques are briefly described in Section 8. Section 9 describe the performance study, whereas Section 10 concludes the paper and points to future work.
CASE STUDY
The TPC-H-based [18] database used in the experiments and illustrations is shown in Figure 1(a) . The OLAP database, called TC, is characterized by a Supplier dimension, a Parts dimension, an Order dimension and a Time dimension. For each line item, Quantity and ExtendedPrice are measured. An example fact table is shown in Figure 1 . The XML document is composed of the nation codes and public population data about nations in millions. An example of the document is illustrated in Figure 1(b) , where each Nation element contains two sub-elements, NationName and Population. We use the listed three lines as the example data in this paper. To connect the dimension values of the level Nation and the populations, a link, Nlink, is defined, which maps dimension values for Nation in the cube to the nodes Nation in the XML document (See Section 4). 
OVERALL ARCHITECTURE
In this section, we give an overview of the prototypical OLAP-XML federation system, the federation query language and the basic query evaluation process. The overall architecture of the prototype is shown in Figure 2 . Besides the OLAP and the XML components, three auxiliary components have been introduced to hold meta data, link data, and temporary data. Queries are posed to the query engine, which coordinates the execution of queries in Table 2 : An example SQLXM query the components. In the prototype, MS SQL Server 2000 Enterprise Edition with SP3 is used. More specifically, the temporary component is the temporary database on SQL Server, and the OLAP component uses MS Analysis Services, and is queried with SQL [13] . The XML component is the local file system based on the XML data retrieved from the Web with M S SQLXML [12] on top.
The federation query language is called "XML-extended Multidimensional SQL" (SQLXM ), which has basic clauses similar to SQL, i.e., SELECT, FROM, WHERE, GROUP BY, and HAVING, and uses level expressions (defined below) for referencing external XML data. Figure 2 is an example SQLXM query based on the cube in Figure 1(a) , where the roll-up function "Brand(Part)" rolls up to the Brand level from the Part level, and the level expression "Nation[ANY]/Nlink/Population" connects the dimension level Nation and the decoration XML data Population with a link Nlink. As shown in Figure 2 , the query engine has three components: query analyzer, query optimizer and query evaluator. The query engine parses and analyzes the given query, and generates the initial logical plan. The plan is expressed in the logical algebra (See Section 5). The query optimizer generates a plan space for the initial plan, where all the logical plans produce the same output as the original one. Furthermore, the optimizer converts all the logical plans into physical plans by converting the composing logical operators into physical operators. Then, costs of the plans can be estimated. Finally, the optimizer searches for the best execution plan which has the least evaluation time and passes the plan on to the query evaluator. The evaluator executes the operators in the given plan and generates the final result. Generally, the component queries are evaluated in the OLAP and XML components in parallel and the data is transferred to the temporary component. Sometimes, the selection predicates on level expressions can be rewritten to new predicates with only references to dimension values and constants, therefore can be evaluated in the OLAP component. We term this technique inlining (See Section 7). Therefore, in such a situation, some XML queries have to be evaluated before the construction of OLAP queries so as to rewrite the predicates. Moreover, the underlying OLAP cube may be sliced and aggregated, which leads to less inter-component data transfer. There are also physical operators in the execution plan that model the processing of the temporary data in the temporary component. There, SQL operations are used to calculate the final result on the gathered data. Finally, the final result is produced in the temporary component. A federation is the data structure on which we perform logical federation operations, e.g. selections, aggregations and decorations. A federation F is a three-tuple: F = (C, Links, X), where C is an OLAP cube, X are the referred XML documents, and Links is a set of links (See below) between levels in C and documents in X.
DATA MODELS
A link is a relation that connects dimension values with nodes in XML documents. For example, a link Nlink = {(DK, n1), ( CN, n2), (UK, n3)} maps each dimension value to a node in the example XML document, here, n1 is the Nation node with the sub-node NationName having the string value "DK", n2 is the Nation node with the sub-node NationName having the string value "CN", and similarly for n3.
An XPath expression [2] is a path that selects a set of nodes in an XML document. To allow references to XML data in SQLXM queries, links are used with XPath expressions to define level expressions. A level expression l[SEM]/link/xp consists of a starting level l, a decoration semantic modifier SEM, a link link from l to nodes in one or more XML documents, and a relative XPath expression xp which is applied to these nodes to identify new nodes. For example, Nation[AN Y ]/N link/P opulation links the dimension value "DK" with its population data "5.3" (million) which is the string value of the node Population in the context of n1. SEM represents the decoration semantics, ALL, ANY and CON-CAT which specify how many decoration values should be used when several of them are found for a dimension value through link and xp. The ALL semantics connect each dimension value with all the linked decoration values, and the ANY semantics just use an arbitrary decoration value for each dimension value, whereas the CONCAT semantics concatenate all the possible decoration values into one.
A hierarchy is strict if no dimension value has more than one parent value from the same level [11] . Non-strict hierarchy can lead to incorrect aggregation over a dimension, e.g., some lower-level values will be double-counted. Three types of data are distinguished: c, data that may not be aggregated because fact data is duplicated and may cause incorrect aggregation, α, data that may be averaged but not added, and Σ, data that may also be added. 
LOGICAL ALGEBRA AND QUERY SE-MANTICS
In previous work [15] , a logical algebra over federations was proposed which is the basis of our work. In this section, a brief background introduction to the logical algebra, and the original SQLXM query semantics are given. We then propose a simplified version of the original query semantics. Decoration A decoration operator, δ, builds a virtual dimension using the XML data referenced by a level expression. The virtual dimension has the hierarchy in accordance with the cube semantics, which consists of the unique top level, the mid-level of external XML data, and the bottom level linking the measures and the decoration data. Federation Selection A federation selection, σ F ed , selects data in the federated cube according to user defined conditions. The cube can have virtual dimensions built from external data, which means that XML data can also be used in the filter. The cube schema is not changed. Only facts in the fact table are affected. Federation Generalized Projection The generalized federation projection, Π F ed , also let the federated cube be aggregated over the external XML data. Given a set of argument levels, the generalized projection first removes the dimensions in which no argument levels are present, and then each dimension value is rolled up to the specified level. Finally, facts in the fact table are grouped, aggregated measures are calculated, and other measures not specified in the arguments are removed.
Semantics of the SQLXM Query Language
The semantics of an SQLXM query can be expressed in terms of the algebra defined above. In the following, suppose: 
The semantics above implies an SQLXM query can be evaluated in four major steps. First, the cube is sliced as specified in the WHERE clause, possibly requiring decorations with XML data. Second, the cube is decorated for the level expressions in the SE-LECT and GROUP BY clauses, and then all dimensions, including the new ones, are rolled up to the levels specified in the GROUP BY clause. Third the resulting cube is sliced according to the predicate in the HAVING clause, which may require additional decorations. Fourth, the top generalized projection projects the decorations not required by the SELECT and GROUP BY clause and gives out the final result cube.
SIMPLIFIED QUERY SEMANTICS
The query semantics have a great impact on the initial plan, as the semantics take the form of a logical query tree after an SQLXM query is parsed and analyzed. As the semantics indicate, duplicate decoration operators are generated when a level expression exists in several sub-clauses, e.g., the SELECT and the WHERE clauses. As the algebra shows, an operator takes an input federation and generates a new one. Thus, repeated operators then can be detected by examining the input and output federations.
The simplified query semantics can be constructed by removing the redundant operators that do not change the cube semantics. An operator that generates the same federation as the input federation is redundant. Thus, the plan without redundant operators is more compact, and sometimes considerably smaller than the unsimplified version. This simplification benefits the performance of the query processing. First, during the query optimization, the equivalent plans in the plan space can be enumerated much faster. Intuitively, this process can be looked as the combinations of operators. The less operators a plan has, the less combinations it results in. Second, smaller plans lead to less logical-to-physical conversion and cost-estimation time. Third, in the execution phase, no duplicate data is retrieved, thereby leading to high reusability, and more importantly, less resource consumptions, e.g. CPU, I/O, storage, etc.. The simplified algebraic query representation is below.
Here, LE Π,δ is a set of the decoration operators that are referenced by the SELECT and GROUP BY clauses only, that is:
Moreover, an instance of a decoration operator for a specific level expression is unique. In other words, when a virtual dimension for a level expression already exists in the federation, no decoration operator building the same dimension is needed again. Therefore, some of the decoration operators for the WHERE clause may build the virtual dimensions required by the SELECT and GROUP BY clauses as well, that is: LEΠ\LE Π,δ ⊆ LEσ where . ∆ pred having is removed because predicates on level expressions in the HAVING clause can be put in the WHERE clause. The original top generalized projection is also removed, because the HAVING clause does not change the cube shema. An example query and the corresponding simplified logical plan tree is shown in Figure 3 , where only one decoration, B=Brand, P=Part, Q=Quantity, Nl=Nlink,N=Nation
Figure 3: The initial logical query plan
PHYSICAL ALGEBRA
As shown in Figure 2 , an execution plan is produced by the query optimizer which is used to guide the evaluator about when, where, and how the data retrieval and manipulation operations should be performed. An execution plan is an SQLXM query tree expressed in the physical algebra. The logical semantics of a query implies the main phases of the query evaluation, whereas a physical query tree is integrated with more detailed evaluation operations. In this section, we introduce the new physical algebra operators and the new semantics of the existing federation operators, and show an example of a logical plan and its corresponding physical plan.
The OLAP-XML federation decorates OLAP data in the temporary component using the decoration XML data, which then enables selections and aggregations over the decorated temporary fact data. Therefore, the temporary component plays an important role at evaluation time. Before we describe the physical operators, we extend the original federation to an extended form, on which our physical algebra is based. An extended federation is Fext = (C, Links, X, T ), where C is a cube, Links is a set of links between levels in C and documents in X, and T is a set of temporary tables.
Cube operators include cube selection and cube generalized projection. They are used to model the OLAP component query which is used to retrieve the cube data from the OLAP database. Cube Selection The cube selection operator σ Cube is much like a logical federation selection operator, but has no references to level expressions in the predicates. A cube selection only affects the tuples in the fact table, thereby returning a cube with the same fact type and the same set of dimensions. 
Cube Generalized Projection (CGP)
The cube generalized projection operator Π Cube rolls up the cube, aggregates measures over the specified levels and at the same time removes unspecified dimensions and measures from a cube. Intuitively, it can be looked as a SELECT statement with a GROUP BY clause in SQL. The difference between a cube and a federation generalized projection operator is that the first one does not involve external XML data, or level expressions and is executed in the OLAP component. Intuitively, the levels specified as parameters to the operator becomes the new bottom levels of their dimensions and all other dimensions are rolled up to the top level and removed. Each new measure value is calculated by applying the given aggregate function to the corresponding value for all tuples in the fact 
meaning that the specified aggregate functions are allowed to be applied. The CGP operator Π Cube over a cube C is then defined as: 
k}. The new poset of levels in the remaining dimensions is L
D i h = (LS i h , i h , i h , li h ), where LS i h = {li h P | li h P ∈ LSi h ∧ li h i h li h P }, and i h = i h |LS i h . Moreover,E D i h = ( l i h ∈LS i h Li h , D i h | l i h ∈LS i h L i h ),F = {(e ⊥ i 1 , . . . , e ⊥ i k , v j 1 , . . . , v j l )|e ⊥ ig ∈ Li g ∧ v j h = fM j h ({v| (e ⊥ 1 , . . . , e ⊥n , v) ∈ Mj h ∧(e ⊥ i 1 , . . . , e ⊥ i k ) ∈ Roll-up ⊥ i 1 (e ⊥ i 1 , li 1 )×. . .×Roll-up ⊥ i k (e ⊥ i k , li k )})}. Furthermore, if ∃(e ⊥ 1 , . . . , e ⊥n , vj ) ∈ Mj h ∃e ∈ {e ⊥ 1 , . . . , e ⊥n }(||Roll-up ⊥ ig (e, li g )|| > 1 ∧ vj = NULL) then AggType(Mj h , D ig ) = c.
Fact-Transfer
In a physical execution plan, the fact-transfer operator is above the cube and below the federation operators. The resulting fact data from the cube operators is transfered to the temporary component through the fact-transfer operator. Thereafter, SQL operations, e.g., selections and joins, can be performed over the temporary fact table, Therefore, the fact-transfer operator separates the cube operators from the other operators, e.g. federation selection and generalized projection. In the following, a temporary table for lix and liy by a dimensiontransfer operator is denoted as: Rω [l ix ,l iy ] . In Example 7.3, the temporary table R1 can be denoted as Rω [Supplier,N ation] . According to the definition, the temporary component T has a new element, Rω [Supplier,N ation] . XML-Transfer At query evaluation time, the XML data is needed in the temporary component to allow decoration, grouping or selection on the cube according to the referenced level expressions. Intuitively, the XML-transfer operator connects the temporary component and the XML component, transferring the XML data into the temporary component. The input parameter is a level expression, which specifies the dimension values to be decorated and the corresponding decoration XML values selected by the relative XPath expression and the link in the level expression. The operator yields a new table in the temporary component. 
Dimension-Transfer
Federation Selection Intuitively, the physical federation selection operator σ F ed is a SQL selection over the join of several tables, including the fact table, decoration dimension tables and temporary dimension tables for non-bottom levels referenced by the predicates. Similarly to the cube selection, the federation selection returns a cube with the same fact types and the same set of dimensions, and only affects the tuples of the fact table, however, in the temporary component. A federation selection operator may have several child operators, e.g., dimension-transfer and decoration operators, to provide the values required by the predicates. The temporary tables produced by the child operators are collected and will be used in the join. 
Federation Generalized Projection (FGP)
Similar to the federation selection, the federation generalized projection operator Π F ed is also implemented as a SQL SELECT statement over a set of temporary tables. More specifically, a roll-up function is a join between the fact (N, D, F ). Let   ⊥p, . . . , ⊥q be bottom levels, ls(⊥s), . . . , lt(⊥t) be roll-up F ed[⊥p,...,⊥q ,ls(⊥s),...,lt(⊥t Tn is the union of the temporary tables from the child operators. In the output federation, C = (N, D , F ) 
Inlining The inlining operator ι is used to rewrite the selection predicates such that a referenced level expression can be integrated into a predicate by creating a more complex predicate that contains only references to regular dimension levels and constants. Without inlining, the OLAP and XML components can be accessed in parallel, followed by computation of the final result in the temporary component, e.g., selection of the OLAP data according to XML data. Therefore, when selection predicates refer to decoration values, a large amount of OLAP data has to be transfered into the temporary component before it could be filtered. In this situation, it is often advantageous to make the OLAP query dependent on the XML queries. That is, for the predicates referring to level expressions, the XML and dimension values linked by the level expressions are first retrieved. After this, the level expressions are inlined into the predicates which then only refer to dimension levels and constants but have the identical effects as the original ones. Thus, the selection can be performed over the cube, and thereby reducing the cube size effectively before the data is transferred to the temporary component. 
where, the binary operator bo is AND or OR, the predicate operator po is one of : =, <, >, <>, >=, <= and LIKE. Let F = (C, Links, X) be a federation, where C = (N, D, F ) (Fext,1) , . . . , τ l k /linkm/xpm (Fext,m)) = (C, Links, X, T ), where Fext,i = {C, Links, X, Ti} is an extended federation with a temporary component Ti which is an empty set, and τ l j /link 1 /xp 1 (Fext,1) B=Brand, P=Part, Q=Quantity, 
NOT (T (θ i1 )).
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QUERY OPTIMIZATION AND EVALUA-TION
In this section, we take a brief look into the query optimization, cost estimation and evaluation. Architecture of The Optimizer The optimizer is based on the Volcano optimizer [6] , where queries are optimized in two stages. The first phase, plan rewriting, is similar to the first stage of Volcano, where, for the input plan, the entire plan space consisting of logical expressions is generated. During the second stage of Volcano, the search for the best plan is performed. The implementation rules are used to replace operators by algorithms, and the costs of diverse sub-plans are estimated. In our optimizer, we integrate the second stage into the first stage such that logical plan enumeration is combined with plan search. Conversion into physical plans is straightforward as every logical operator can be deterministically implemented by one algorithm. After Phase 2, each logical plan is integrated with real execution tasks. Therefore the evaluation cost can be explicitly estimated. This is achieved in Phase 3 in order to perform cost-based plan space pruning in Phase 4. As the logical plans are considerably smaller than physical plans, plan enumeration is made much faster by enumerating logical rather than physical plans, boosting the overall optimization speed.
The optimization for the initial plan is performed operator by operator through a bottom-up fashion. Therefore the process iterates through the four phases several times. An operator constructs new trees on top of the result plans from the previous iteration, generates the logical plan space and proceeds until the pruning phase is finished. The resulting plans are then passed on to the operator above in the original plan which starts another iteration. Therefore, the process of iterations goes on until it reaches the top. When the pruned plan space for the root operator is generated, the physical plan with the least cost is selected as the execution plan.
The evaluation cost of a physical plan is estimated according to the evaluation algorithm. Therefore, we first introduce the query evaluation process to give a better understanding of cost estimation. Query Evaluation The general evaluation algorithm is shown in pseudo-code of Figure 10 . Plan b in Figure 4 shows an execution plan tree, where a leaf is an extended federation. In lines 2 and 3, the algorithm just returns when it reaches the bottom of a plan tree (which always consists of either a federation or a cube name) as no operations need to be performed on these. When the algorithm returns from the bottom, the real execution starts. The algorithm follows the idea of the conventional pull-based iterator model [7] , where the lower part of the plan tree provides data for higher operators. However, data is not directly transferred between operators through pipes. Instead, temporary tables are used. A hashtable, T empT able, is used to record the temporary tables, where the creator information composes the key to identify each entry. Sibling operators in the plan tree can be evaluated in parallel, therefore a multi-threaded technique is adopted in implementation, as line 5 shows. After all the sub-threads are finished, the real execution of Op begins. Here, component queries are constructed and evaluated in the appropriate component. Data can also be transferred into temporary tables. After the execution, the output is registered in T empT able. For some operators, e.g. a dimension-transfer, the result might be a real table. But for a federation selection or generalized projection, as Examples 7.6 and 7.7 have shown, it might be a query string, which then can be nested into the query string of a higher operator and evaluated later at some point in batch-mode. Cost Estimation Basically, a physical plan for a federation query and the evaluation algorithm suggest how the cost can be estimated. That is, the cost of a query plan is the cost of the root operator plus the maximal evaluation time of the sub-plans. However, to give an intuitive overview, we divide the total cost to the time for: inlining, OLAP query evaluation and data transfer, and producing the final result in the temporary component. For a query plan on which the inlining technique is applied, references to level expressions can wait until all threads return; 7)
find the required tables in T empT able; 8) execute Op; 9) add an entry for the output in T empT able; 10) return; 11) } Table 10 : The evaluation algorithm be inlined into the selection predicates and therefore can be evaluated in the OLAP component. Therefore, the first period of the evaluation time is spent on the inlining process, i.e., XML query evaluation, XML data transfer and predicate rewriting. The second period of the total time starts from query evaluation in the OLAP component until the data is transferred into the temporary component. However, for the queries not inlining all the level expressions in the selection predicates, it is the time for the slowest retrieval of data from the OLAP and XML components. Finally, the sum of the previous two periods plus the time for producing the final result in the temporary component gives the total time. (See [16] for a more detailed discussion).
PERFORMANCE STUDY
The experiments were performed on a machine with an Intel Pentium III 800Mhz CPU, 512MB of RAM, 30 GB of disk and 4096MB of page file. The OS is Microsoft Windows 2000 server with SP4. The example cube used in the experiments is shown in Figure 1(a) . The cube is based on about 100MB of data generated using the TPC-H benchmark [18] . The following experiments observe the federation w.r.t. the practicality of the federation system. Thus, we compare the performance when the external XML data is in 1) the XML component (federated), 2) in the local, relational temporary component (cached), and 3) physically integrated in the OLAP cube itself (integrated).
The performance of sixteen different query types was measured. The query types all aggregate fact data, but vary in a) whether one or two dimensions are used in the query, b) which dimensions are used, and c) which levels in these dimensions are used. Two different XML documents were used, a large (11.4 MB) document about orders and their priorities, and a small (2KB) document about nations and their populations, both generated from the TPC-H benchmark [18] . For the small document, the WHERE clause has a 10% selectivity. For the large one, the WHERE clause has a 0.1% selectivity. The selectivity does not affect the relative performance of the queries on the federated, cached and integrated data originating from the same XML document, as long as the same selectivity is used. The bar charts in Figure 6 shows the performance for the federated, cached, and integrated cases described above.
As Figure 6 (a) indicates, the cost of querying the federation exceeds the cost of querying the physical integration by a factor of ten to twenty. The "Cached" bars stay in between but much closer to the "Integrated". The "federated" queries are evaluated in three sequential tasks. First, load the XML data into the temporary component and rewrite the predicate. Second, perform the selection and aggregation in the OLAP component, then load the values into the temporary component. Third, generate the final result in the temporary component. The first task takes much more time (about 135 sec.) so that the other two are relatively trivial. Therefore, the queries on federations seem to take approximately the same evaluation time. The "cached" queries skip the first part of the first task and rewrite the predicates using the cached XML data, thereby boosting the execution speed. The "integrated" queries referencing the dimension values which are the integrated XML elements skip the first step, thereby evaluated mostly in the OLAP component. The chart in Figure 6 (b) demonstrates comparisons of queries on two other federated/integrated levels. The chart suggests that querying the logical federation with a virtual dimension has almost the same performance as on the physically integrated cube, when the amount of the XML data is small, i.e. a few kilobytes. Therefore, a federation involving such XML data can be queried just as if it was a local cube.
However, when the XML documents grow larger and larger, retrieving XML values is becoming the bottleneck for processing the federation queries. Experiments have shown that the performance can be improved by caching the external data. That is, the XML data can be stored in relational tables, thereby reducing the time for decorating the cube for the queries using these data. Based on the strategies proposed by [14] in handling external XML data sources under different circumstances, the cached XML data can be used by queries and provide efficient access to external data for analysis, when, e.g., the data is not out of date. In summary, the federation is good for a small amount of XML data. However, more efficient query performance can be gained by caching the external data locally, which will become the most common case in the applications of OLAP-XML federations. All in all, the logical approach can actually be a practical alternative for flexible on-line analysis involving external fast-changing data.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Current OLAP systems have a common problem in physically integrating fast changing data. As external data will most often be available in XML format, a logical integration of OLAP and XML data is desirable.
Motivated by this, we have extended previous work on OLAP-XML federations as follows. First, a simplified logical query semantics is proposed which yields more compact and concise logical query plans for SQLXM queries. Second, a set of physical algebra operators is presented in order to model the actual query execution tasks precisely. Third, query plan optimization is performed in four phases: query rewriting, logical query conversion, cost estimation and plan space pruning. Fourth, we describe the implementation of a robust query engine, which generates component queries for underlying data sources, and evaluate the final execution plan in a bottom-up manner. Fifth, a performance study has been performed that shows the effectiveness of our approach.
Future work will be focused on improving the query engine by developing more advanced query optimization techniques, cost estimation techniques, and query evaluation techniques, e.g., a more efficient search algorithm for query enumeration, more accurate cost formulas, and more efficient OLAP and XML data loading techniques. Also, more performance studies should be performed to reveal the behavior of the OLAP-XML query engine.
